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THE COMING OF EARTH SPACECRAFTS!
by Dr. Robert Ernest Diekhoff

(Dr. Diekhoff is a noted author and 
has written three major books entitled 
HOMECOMING OF THE MARTIANS, AGHARTA & 
THE ETERNAL FOUNTAIN all available 
from our society for $3»25 each, and 
is considered to be a leading resear
cher in anti-gravity research.

FROM WORLD’S AFAR
The title song of the LP recording, 

soon to be released by HIELD & 
HARDY LTD of England, is one of the 
best by the Space Folksinger and 
contactee Mollie Thomson.

The only possible means by which 
man will ever reach the moon and 
beyond is by anti-gravity and magnetic 
driven spacecraft and not by the 
billion dollar rocket-racket which we 
now employ.

To convert mountains of steel and 
iron into shiny, ground controlled 
space capsules (manned or unmanned)is 
not only unsound but impractical.Such vehicals are insufficient when leaving earth for spacial advertures, explorations and colinazation of unknown 
worlds and their satellites.

Without the proper thrust and 
escape velociety necessary we shall 
never leave earth far behind, Any . successful space voyager must leave 
earth independently of its own nan
overability, on its own sustained 
power and thrust. Envisioned landings 

___ on alien worlds must be accomplished 
without the whisperings of earth controlled stations. The true space
craft must be able to take off with
out depending upon booster rockets . 
carried the long hall from earth.

The spacecraft used for true int
erplanetary travel must make it back 
to earthunder its own power. All other efforts are but a sham, a waste 
of taxpayers money, and our rime. ■ 

As soon as this truth has been 
discovered and accepted the obsolet
eness of rockets to the moon and be
yond is fully understood as being 
hazardious to human lives, men of ’ 
science will look forward to the day 
when they can introduce the true 
earth created spacecraft.

Only anti-gravity and magnetic 
driven space ships are the answer to 
TRUE space conquests. This lays not 
within a range of impossibility and 
it is indeed far beyond the stage of 
fantasy-fiction. ,

Already dedicated and brave men 
are working to create such a ship . 
and have already created workable 
models but lack of financial backing 
from private enterprises and support 
by the government, for reasons best 
known to themselves, has lead to 
their downfall._________ ;________ _

NEW AGE WORLD
Formerly THE COSMIC STAR. How devoted 
to psychic phenomena, UFOs and ALL 
Hew Age topics. Published monthly.
Yearly subscription $3*00. AO big 
pages each issue. Order From: T.G. 
Beckley, 3 Courtland St.New Brunswick, T.-,0.03^ '

Through the valley walking, morning 
light was pale.
Trees for silent company flanked 

the leaf-blown trail.
As I climbed from slope to slope
The town lay there below me. '
Strange to know - for all his works - 

man is very frail.
I stood on the hilltop, grass was 

damp and green.
High above then I looked up, 

wondering what I’d seen.
Through the lazy drifting clouds
I caught a flash of brilliance.
There is hovered, closer now, a 

disc of silver sheen.
Statue still I gazed at it poised 

up there so high,
Then it moved with lightening speed - 

slicing through the sky.
Suddenly I reeled and swayed 
Lost my balance, stumbled.
Gentle winds swept over me, blowing 
back my cry.
As I lay in stunned amaze, flat 
against the turf.
Grassy waves moved over me, rippling 
like the surf.
What a strangeness met the eyes 
That I dared to open.
For a ship for world’s afar rested 
on cur earth.
Men they were who beckoned to me, 
asking me to rise.
And I lost all doubt and fear when
I looked into their eyes.
For they told ne many many things 
Born of understanding.
Countless questions that I asked 
brought smiling replies.
When they left they promised me 
that they’d soon return,
For to show us what life holds is 
their main concern.
In the town ray friends all laughed 
For they simply can't believe ne, 
But I know the time is near when 

we all shall learn.
(FROM WORLD’S AFAR soon to be ava
ilable in the U.S. The above copy
righted by Mollie Thomson. Not to 
be reproduced without permission.)

COMING SOON THE GREATEST BOOK OF ALL 
TIME ***HIDDEII WORLDS REVEALED** by 
Richard S. Shaver.



SPECIAL FEATURE . ; ■, . ..
FLYING SAUCERS IIJ ANTIQUITY By: Francisco Aniceto Lugo,Ph.D. 

(PART TWO - Continued from last issue)
... After that the fourth series of civilizations was born in which we 
..now live. ..  '....

But the important fact.along these four cosmic catastrophes - apart 
from others of minor intensity caused by Comets and other celestial bodies - 
is the substatiation of the-presence of the flying saucers in all of them, as well as in any tremendous earthquake nowadays This is probably because 
the extraterrestrials consider us as their offspring, although always 
taking care of not interferring with our affairs. This.point of view is fully confirmed in the case of Jesus. ■

In the beginning, the first men from outer space - giants - implanted, 
in my opinion, the Christian idea, although.Christ himself was yet to come far ahead in history. These men from space brought with them the.complete elements of their advanced civilization and propogated the Christian 
doctrine in all its purity. They brought the cross from which the savastica originated. Thus, the cross is not an earthly symbol, but an outer space one. For this reason, the cross, being with us since .the beginning of 
civilization, has been found in all the historical periods and in all parts of the world. (10) . . ;

• The cross is not only a religious symbol but is rather a scientific 
and philosophical symbol of far-reaching meaning, and represents the general 
laws of the universe and man. It must be borne in mind that it was conceived 
by those primeval beings when religion, science and philosophy were 
vertually a single thing. When the cross.rotates its points bend themselves in a direction contrary to that of its movement and turns into a s®stica. 
This one is a very important form of the cross.

How then, the fact that the first Inhabitants of the earth introduced 
the Christian ideas as a basic teaching (i.e. as the pointers of the best 
way of living), is very important indeed. Some scientists have found that 
when we go back to the early stage of civilization, we encounter the surprising fact that the religious and philosophical ideas are there more pure 
and more consistent. This, is because we go to its source. (11) With the 
passing of time these ideas have been considerably alterated and especially 
adulterated. Certainly, this is one of the testimonies indicating that the 
first beings from outer space brought here all the elements of a vast and 
profound civilization, which we later deformed, particularly on account of the great cosmic catastrophes that our planet has suffered, after which it has been necessary to reinstate all kinds of knowledge, after the falling 
into barbarousness. .

But there is another fact still more 'important, and it is the constant 
preoccupation of these beings in molding our human mind in accordance with 
their way of life, particularly the spiritual issue. Thus, all the time 
they have tried to instruct us in harmony with those ideas. For this 
reason we find Christian ideas among us in the Rolls of the Dead Sea Scrolls, years before Jesus Christ, and at the beginning of civilization, coming . 
from outer space, as it was deemed necessary, several outstanding teachers, such as Quetzalcoatl, Bochica and others, or occasional celestial emissar
ieslike the god Samash, who gave his code to.'Hamura bbi.

Now then, the case of Jesus is the last one intended by the space beings 
so as to instruct us in the Christian ideas and the Christian way of life in 
general, and all this is very transparent throughout the Hew.Testament.

So you see Jesus was announced a long time before his apparition. In 
those days several countries of the Orient, such as Pershia and Caldea, had 
magicians. The world magician in ancient times had a meaning different from 
that of today. A magician was a scientist or a . sage, not a sage like a. 
scientist of today, who knows only one side - the obverse - of knowledge or of Nature, but a scientist who knew both sides - the obverse as well as the 
reverse - of the Universe and consequently knew perfectly well Science as 
we know it today as well as those secret fields which comprehend the 
subtile forces of Nature. Due to this the magician could do miracles, or 
portents, and for this reason we are accustomed today at judging him as 
thaumaturge only. How then a number of magicians were in touch with beings from outer space and knew, beforehand, that Jesus would come from the Heavens. Thus, when the star of Bethlehem (claimed by many to be a flying saucer - an idea we must respect) entered our atmosphere the magicians 
hastened to meet it and to greet respectfully the Savior.

At this point it is convenient to note that no one has been able 
to discover a natural explanation for the Star of Bethlehem. The noted 
astronomer Kepler interpreted it as the result of a conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, or a second conjunction with the addition of Mars. How this is 
possible we do not know since no star can stop itself, in the natural order 
of phenomena, and the Bible says clearly and unmistakably that the star of 
Bethlehem went before the shepards that stood over when the young child 
(Jesus) was. Nov/ then, no star can do this. Only a flying machine could 
manover to this degree.

Let us briefly summarize the principal facts concerning the star of 
Bethlehem and Jesus. Angel.Gapriel came, as a messanger from Heaven (or outer space) and told the virgin Mary that she would give brith to a child, who would be the Saviour. But Mary, astonished retorted: "How shall this be, 
seeing I know no man?" "

It is clear, and logical, that if you say to any virgin woman: "You 
shall give birth to a child," she must think that this child will come into 



the world at least seven months afterwards, and she would show no astonish
ment, The astonishment of Mary reveals that she would have the child al
most immediately, and this was probdiy the case. Of course the angel took 
care in making the entire affair appear as human as possible so that no interference on behalf of the beings of some other world would be suspected, 

Row let us see the posterior facts. The magicians, who knew, as I
have sa’:d, the forthcoming advent of Jesus, departed from the Orient following their way as marked by the passing of the star of Bethlehem. Their three 
camels- disturbed the night silence, and the feet of these ones fanned the 
dust of an eastern village street. Then the three magicians projected their shadows on the soil as they rode in search of the star of Bethlehem. 
Then Melchor asked their two illustrious companions: "Where is it?" "It must be now high in the sky," replied Gaspar. The three magicians, mounted on their camels, followed their way for a while when suddenly Balthazar 
cried out: "Look! There it is!"

The- star of Bethlehem navigated solemnly throughout the starry 
heaven, in the direction of Judea.

The magicians hastened to follow it, touched and admired. Then the 
star of Bethlehem, on board it a child of less than two years of age, descended to earth.'

"And there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their flocks by night, And, lo, the angel of the Lord came upon them, and the glory of the Lord shone round about them: and 
they were sore afraid." In modern day language this means that the angels 
descended in their flying machine and the intense light of this enveloped 
the shepards and their flocks, and all of them became afraid.

"And it came to pass (the Gospel continued) as the angels were gone away from them into heaven, the shepherds said one to another. Let us go 
unto Bethlehem, and see this thing what has come to pass,' which the Lord hath made know unto us." You can see, in reading these passages, that the angels came from heaven and went back to it in flying saucers.

Meanwhile, the three magicians travelled fast and soon reached Jerusalem. However they soon had lost track of the star. Many illustrious ’ 
personalities of Jerusalem came to greet them respectfully, and King Herod 
the Great asked what he could do for them. The magicians answered that 
they had come to find the Saviour and asked where he had arrived. The King 
told them that the star had followed the direction of Bethlehem, that they 
must go to that village so as to find him, and when they did to let him 
know what he might do to adore this Savior. But what Herod really wanted was to eliminate Jesus as he,though that the Savior would shake his kingdom.

After the magicians had found Jesus, adorned him?they wished to come back, by the same route they had travelled to Bethlehem but in a-dr earn an 
angel told them: "By no means go back by the same way that you have followed." They obeyed and when the King found out he became very angry,becamse 
he- felt himself scoffed by the magicians, seeing his kingdom in danger. 
So in order to eliminate all possibilities of peril, he immediately ordered 
that all children under the age of two be put to the sword.

The incident which I have just described shows that Herod knew that the Savior was at that moment less than two years of age. This clearly 
shows that Jesus was not actually born on cur world. .

As to the frequency with which UFCs descended to earth in the time 
of the Bible, and BEFORE, is well documented. There are books specializing 
in accounts referring to the Biblical flying machines.

In conclusion it is obvious that man of today has lost their 
contact with beings from outer space. They are thus handicapped by their 
lack of spatial mind, and therefore are unable to understand and accept 
filly these truths.

(REFERENCES FOR PART TWO)
(10.) On the cross and the svastica, (12) Flying machines or flying saucers 
see the book LOS SIGNOS by Astete. are depicted in the Bible in several 
(11.) In the beginning, we had all ways, and in the Vedas, especially in 
the elements of civilization brought the Ramayana where they are minutely 
here by our most remote forefathers, described.
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this civilization ended, and we tur
ned into barbarians. After that, we 
had a new rise of a new series of

*
*civilizations. This process 

itself several times. '
FROM HERE AND THERE

Mike Generelli, Jr. of 
is now serving in the U.S. 
Youngstown Ohio Vindicator
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Shaver Says: "To understand about 
pre-deligue civilizations you must 
first know about the Picture Rocks 
The books of the ancients. Made by 
those who fly today in flying sau
cers. From $1.00 to $5»00. Wri^e:
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Army currently stationed in Rome....From
_ of August 20th comes the following report thanks

to our good friend Jim Capots, Jr. East Liverpool boys, aged 12 to 1^-, 
who were sleeping in the backyard of one youth’s home,reported an object 
the size of a baseball infield hovering over the Pleasant Heights section of East Liverpool at the same time a fireball was reported over the Eastern United States today. The boys were terrified at the sight of the thing and ran for a nearby home. One of them, who stayed outside to look at the 
object, said a door opened at the bottom of it and a light ray came from it striking him in the side of the head causing his hearing to be defective 
for a time." This appears to be another case where the UFOs are using some type of biomagnetic force as described in an earlier issue of SEARCHLIGHT... 
Interplanetary Hews Service Assistant Director. Lucius Farish, has a feature article entitled UKIDEHTIFIED AIRSHIPS OF THE &AY 90ys in the’Nov. F/^,,
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' ■ CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE . ' .. .
?J BY ' ' . ' ’ ' ■ ■
-■ RICHARD S. SHAVER - ..

Saucer buffs make a great deal of 
noise on "Why the government covers 
up" on important cases. "What are 
they fibbing for" etc. Personally I 

'have run into the same thing in : 
government offices and from other 
high authorities who owe it to them
selves to show a little genuine 
interest.

Now here is what actually happ
ens in the Pentagon, in newspaper . offices all over the world when 
saucers or Shaver’s rocks, or several 
related subjects crop up.

The PHONE .RINGS and from high 
brass in the Pentagon on down to ' 
people like, you and la voice informs them that said subject is Verboten... 
not to- be mentioned, is TOP SECRET 
and hush hush. In any one of a dozen 
ways and phrases they are told exact
ly what they expect to hear letting- 
them in on a secret but keeping every
one else out. This makes', them feel 
very important and keeps anything 
sensible from being done about these subjects.

When it comes to saucers, the brass 
thinks this voice over the phone is 
somerhing very special from Secret 
Intelligence. Orders are to keep this 
information on the Q-T. When it comes 
to my picture rocks the same things 
happens.

But no one in the Pentagon or in 
the newspaper office has ever had an 
impulse to check out such hush hush ; 
phone calls to leamif they are 
genuine or not 1..They KNOW they are genuine because they have ALL the : 
information and they have all this . 
information because the phone call is 
really from people who have the TELAUG 
and reads the guys mind before they themselves phone. . ' \

This use of the telephone is 
only in recent years. In the old days it was done by a courier, or a messenger with note in hand. But it has 
always been done to keep the telaug 
itself a secret and the saucers the. same. This goes for anything else 
connected with pre-deluge civilizat- . 
ions.

Palmer and editor Beckley all 
know this but go the same road of > 
silence out of pure funk in not 
understanding that such phone calls 
are no more important than or to be 
feared than wind in the willows.

But how to get this across to 
those in government jobs, newspaper 
offices, who should know this FACT 
is indeed another problem.

t SAUCER SPACE & SCIENCE >1 • W-i Canada’s largest flying saucer |
I publication. Published quarterly.
I Subscribe now only $2.00 from: ■■
I GENE DUPLANTIER,17 Shetland St., | 
f Willowdale, Ontario, CANADA 1

For a complete report on the Erie, 
Pa. lading report' of July 31st read 
our column in the national newsstand publication, FLYING SAUCERS, available from Ray Palmer,Amherst,Wis. ($2.^0).

' YELLOWSTONE LAKE' REGAINS A PUZZLE
For more than a century there have- been reports of weird music heard floating across Yellowstone Lake in 

Yellowstone National Park, Wyo,, the National Geographic Society says.
"The sounds resemble the skiing 

of telegraph wires, or the hum of bees, beginning softly in the distance 
then growing rapidly plainer until directly overhead and then fading rapidly in the opposite direction." 
according to Clyde Bauer a geologist and formerly the chief of naturalist at Yellowstone Park.

The mysterious music has also been linked to a dirge played on a 
giant pipe organ or the echoing, of 
distant bells. The sounds have been 
heard most distincly in the early 
mornings of cloudless breezeless days. One ranger says he heard them for 
nearly a month. John M, Good, the 
park’s chief naturalist admitts freely 
“Iio one has the faintest proof of 
what causes them."

...
BOOK NEWS

U.F.O.’S AROUND THE WORLD - Edited 
by Timothy Green Beckley & Edward J. 
Babcock Jr. Introduction by former 
U.K. Aid, Colman Von Keviczky. ($3.00) 
, Already this book, just out, has 
received rave reviews from around the 
world. For the first time since INSIDE 
THE SAUCERS the editor of SEARCHLIGHT 
has presented a large volume of 
information that deserves to be in 
every researcher’s library.

Chapters in this book are by such 
well known UFO authorities as Jacques 
Vallee (author ANATOMY OF A PHENOMENA), 
Frank Edwards, Prof. Hermann Oberth, 
Antinio Ribera, Stan Seers. The list 
goes on and on.

' From almost twenty countries (in
cluding a special section on Russia, 
Cuba & Red China with landing reports 
and contactees) researchers have 
contributed to make this perhaps the 
best UFO book in the past five years.

In brief Coral Lorenzen, Director 
.of APRO says about UFOS AROUND THE 
WORLD: "It is indeed gratifying to
know that someone else realizes the 
importance of global sightings. We 
have been fighting this battle against 
provincial U.S. researchers for over 
12 years since the weighty evidence 

; of the ’little men' in Europe and 
’ South America made itself evident in 19^-..." rKAP says "Highly recomended" 

Here is indeed both a scientific 
.. and an attention getting volume that 
we believe you will read time & tine 
again.
TWO OTHER NEW BOOKS: MY VISIT TO 
VENUS by T. Lobsang Rampa ($2.00). 

. The Lama dares discuss his trip to 
: Venus in a spaceship & what he 
learned from the people there. BOOK 
OF GEORGE ADAMSKI. ($3.00) a collect
ion of manuscripts by and about the 
great contactee who so .many respect.. 
Order these,and ALL,: UFO books from: 
Timothy Green Beckley. 3.Courtland 
St.,New Brunswick, N.J. 08901


